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Background and Rationale 
During the cold war, professional and amateur musicians from the United States traveled the 

world under the sponsorship of the U.S. State Department’s Cultural Presentations program. The 
musicians were sent to enhance the reputation of American culture, compete with Soviet and Chinese 
performers, forge personal connections with citizens of other lands, and create a positive impression of 
the U.S. and its foreign policy. My book in progress evaluates the musical and diplomatic outcomes of the 
state-sponsored tours, taking into account the local situations in which musical performances took place 
and the global possibilities for musical diplomacy. 

Scholars have written about the purposes of these cultural programs, but a thorough assessment of 
their consequences has not yet been achieved. I consider not only the political “effectiveness” of the tours 
in fulfilling the government’s objectives, but also their effects, conceived as broadly as possible. 
Although the tours were carefully planned, their musical, social, and political results were unpredictable, 
complex, and difficult to assess. For example, published descriptions indicate that when some Australian 
and Middle Eastern listeners were exposed for the first time to American avant-garde music in concerts 
by the New York Chamber Soloists and the Claremont String Quartet, the listeners felt honored to be 
presented with music in such a difficult style. At the same time, these listeners also worried that they 
themselves might not measure up to an imagined international standard of listening expertise. These 
concerts created not a simple certainty of American greatness, but subtle social and political relationships 
on a global scale, encompassing feelings of gratitude, fascination, inferiority, and anxiety. As I explore 
case studies of American performances all over the world, I describe these relationships, which constitute 
the central project of cultural diplomacy. 

 
Methods, Materials, and Skills 

My study combines archival sources with oral history. The National Archives and the Bureau of 
Educational and Cultural Affairs Historical Collection at the University of Arkansas Library hold 
voluminous State Department records about the Cultural Presentations program. Foreign Service officers 
collected and translated into English many concert reviews from foreign newspapers and sent home 
detailed descriptions of musical performances. Some reports are fragmentary, including only one 
observer's notes or one music critic’s opinion; sometimes, however, they capture the response of the 
entire audience or quotations from strategically important audience members such as intellectuals, 
students, or local public officials. Because this project covers worldwide tours, no one scholar could 
possibly have the necessary linguistic competence for all the sources. I can read Hungarian, German, 
French, and Spanish; when I need translations, I hire students at my home institution, Ohio State 
University, paying them an hourly wage. 

Important supplementary materials I have found in other archives and libraries provide details 
about musicians and musical groups who toured, specific political situations that inspired the State 
Department to intervene musically, and U.S. public opinion about the tour program. In addition to 
College Park and Fayetteville, I have conducted research for this project at the New York Public Library 
for the Performing Arts; the Bentley Historical Library at the University of Michigan; the Eisenhower 
Presidential Library; the Kennedy Presidential Library; and the Van Pelt Library at the University of 
Pennsylvania. In summer and fall 2010 I will gather material from the Duke Ellington Collection at the 
Smithsonian Archives Center and the Rutgers University Institute of Jazz Studies. 

There is more to this story than the archives alone can tell. Oral history interviews with musicians 
who toured and the audio recordings and photographs these musicians have kept as memorabilia provide 
a counterpoint to official reports of the tours, for the musicians bring a valuable focus on matters of 
performance and personal experience. My oral history research, which has been determined by the 
Institutional Research Board at Ohio State to be exempt from formal review, provides crucial new 
information about the kinds and extent of musical and conversational interaction between touring 
American musicians and citizens of other countries. I have also interviewed Foreign Service officers who 
worked in American embassies abroad and facilitated local arrangements for the tours. State Department 
reports to Congress sometimes simplified the purpose of the tours, speaking rhapsodically of the special 
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power of music to persuade audiences of U.S. goodwill and cultural excellence; but interviews with the 
diplomats who worked in the field reveal that the presence of musicians could serve more complex ends 
as well. For instance, Michael Boerner, former Cultural Affairs Officer of the U.S. Embassy in La Paz, 
Bolivia, recalled in an interview that when the University of Michigan Jazz Band toured Latin America in 
1965, the band’s presence brought about closer ties between the Embassy and key student leaders at local 
universities, some of whom were vehement critics of the U.S. The band was allowed to play on the 
campus of the Universidad Mayor de San Andrés in La Paz only because the leaders of student 
organizations wanted to use jazz to enhance their own reputations. The tour gave Embassy officials 
occasion to interact with these student leaders as they worked together to arrange accommodations, meals, 
and performance space for the musicians. After the band left La Paz, Boerner built on these connections 
by arranging for the Bolivian student leaders to visit the U.S. The performances exposed thousands of 
Bolivian people to American jazz, but they were also a catalyst for further, and more explicitly political, 
exchanges. This kind of information is rarely accessible in State Department records of the tours; only by 
piecing together the archival and oral history evidence can we understand the achievements of cultural 
presentations. 

 
Contributions to Scholarship 

This project adds a new dimension to musicological scholarship on the place of American music 
in the cold war and participates in current conversations in the field of diplomatic history. Music scholars 
have typically studied the musical cultures of the U.S. or the Soviet Union in isolation, drawing a sharp 
binary distinction between the two; this perspective is based on an outdated understanding of the cold war 
as a conflict solely between two superpowers. By contrast, my project introduces into the musicological 
conversation recent historical scholarship that describes the cold war as a global conflict (e.g., Westad, 
The Global Cold War); I situate the process of cultural exchange not only within the competitive dynamic 
of direct U.S.-Soviet conflict in Europe, but also within the conversational dynamic of diplomatic 
persuasion by which the State Department sought to win for the U.S. the admiration and loyalty of 
peoples worldwide, especially in Africa, Asia, and Latin America.  

My project also draws insights from and contributes to the literature on cultural globalization, 
connecting American music to its global context. Borrowing ideas from the study of globalization allows 
us to look beyond a purely instrumental interpretation, according to which musicians’ tours accomplished 
a simple propaganda task, toward an interpretation that describes a richer interplay among cultures. 
Recent scholarship on globalization has modified the idea of cultural imperialism and demonstrated the 
existence of multi-directional flows of culture. Although the State Department’s Cultural Presentations 
program seems at first to be an example of one-way cultural flow from the U.S. to the rest of the world, in 
practice the American cultural conversation with the world was a two-way dialogue (but not an equal 
one). A central point of my study will be that musicians’ tours abroad altered American musical values in 
a variety of ways, including increased popular esteem for African-American musicians, growing respect 
for jazz in university settings, the influence of music from other parts of the world on American 
compositions, and the stimulation of a public conversation about how America’s culture should be 
represented. This “reverse flow” component of the tours offers a new way of understanding American 
music among its worldwide connections. This research tells us not only about American influence in the 
rest of the world, but also about the influence of our cultural diplomacy on our own musical heritage. 

 
Final Product and Dissemination; Chapter Outline 
 The NEH Fellowship will support a year’s leave, during which I will complete a book that will be 
of scholarly quality but accessible to general readers. It would be impractical to offer narrative accounts 
of every tour, for many hundreds of musicians were involved, but I am gathering information about as 
many tours as I can in order to assemble a more comprehensive analysis of what was achieved in the field 
by musicians across many musical styles, ethnicities, and political persuasions. The book moves freely 
between case studies that focus on one tour for 5 to 8 pages and comparative work that draws examples 
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from many tours to reveal a more general conclusion. These examples are chosen on the basis of the 
quality of documentation available and what each story reveals about the larger picture.  
 Part I of my book focuses on the outcomes of cultural diplomacy outside the U.S. Chapter 1, 
“Instruments of Diplomacy,” describes the usefulness and limits of music as a tool for “soft power.” 
Music was strange propaganda, attracting people without necessarily changing their opinions: yet 
audiences appreciated the freedom to hear concerts that carried no explicit political content. This chapter 
originated in a conference paper, “U.S. Musical Presentations and the Nature of Soft Power.” The next 
four chapters are arranged by musical genre because each kind of music formed different relationships. In 
chapter 2 I describe the interplay of social class and prestige resulting from the performance of art music 
(“classical music”) in the third world; this chapter draws in part on my article, “American Cultural 
Diplomacy and the Mediation of Avant-garde Music,” but reframes the discussion to encompass not only 
avant-garde performance but also other kinds of art music, particularly tours by the New York 
Philharmonic and other orchestras. Chapter 3 is about jazz. It has become a truism that American jazz 
“meant freedom” to people abroad during the cold war—yet evidence of mixed audience responses 
demonstrates that jazz usually appealed to subcultures of fans rather than large populations. Unlike 
previous scholars, I include not only prominent African-Americans such as Duke Ellington and Earl 
“Fatha” Hines but also Gil Evans, Herbie Mann, and other white jazz musicians, as well as commercial 
jazz revues. The evidence considered here contradicts Penny Von Eschen’s claim that jazz musicians 
were not allowed to interact with ordinary citizens and adds nuance to her account of how jazz was used 
to shape perceptions of American race relations (Satchmo Blows Up the World, 2004). Chapter 4, 
“Amateurs,” considers the tours of collegiate groups spanning a variety of musical genres. Unlike famous 
professional musicians, students could act as ordinary tourists when they were not performing, so they 
had much more interaction with citizens abroad than did professionals. Chapter 5 evaluates tours that 
included rock ’n’ roll, folk singers, and blues bands: music that was valued in the U.S. for its subversive 
power engaged audiences abroad in ways that both gratified and discomfited the diplomats. Chapter 6 
closes Part I by evaluating musical diplomacy in light of recent thinking about imperialism, globalization, 
and Americanization. When tours created or exacerbated inequalities among people, we might well 
consider them an unwelcome imposition of “American empire”; yet American music was also sought out 
and loved by audiences. This chapter is based in part on my conference paper, “Music Pushed, Music 
Pulled: Cold War Politics and the Globalization of Music.” 

Part II explores the domestic impact of U.S. cultural diplomacy. In chapter 7, which is complete 
in draft form, I consider the American public’s acceptance of the African-American musicians Marian 
Anderson and Louis Armstrong as their representatives. The idea of black musicians as ambassadors 
inspired citizens to write to the State Department and Congress to express conflicting opinions about how 
the U.S. and its race relations should be presented abroad. Chapter 8 describes how the State 
Department’s use of college jazz festivals to select touring ensembles helped to alter the status of jazz in 
American universities, many of which had not supported jazz until this time. This argument originates in 
but is distinct from the material of a recent article, “Cultural Diplomacy as Cultural Globalization: The 
University of Michigan Jazz Band in Latin America.” Chapter 9 considers the integration of musical ideas 
from other parts of the world into compositions by performers and composers who toured, such as Randy 
Weston and Charlie Byrd. Chapter 10 brings together themes from earlier in the book: I argue that by 
establishing face-to-face contact, enlisting ordinary citizens as diplomats, and cultivating musical interests 
that spanned great distances, the State-Department-sponsored tours of American musicians helped to 
create the international “flows” of culture now known as cultural globalization. 
 
Project Timeline 
2010-11 Final research trip to University of Arkansas Library. Continued oral history interviews;  

write chapters 3 and 8.  
August 2011 Begin fellowship year. August-November: draft chapters 2, 4. December-February:  

draft chapters 5, 9. March-May: draft chapters 1, 6. June-August: draft chapter 10, revise. 
Sept.-Dec. 2012 Further revisions and tightening. Submit manuscript for review by December 2012. 
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